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LCB   Depot’s   exhibition   &   events   programme   highlights   work   from   a   different   creative   practice   every   
month.   In   May   2021   the   focus   is   on   ceramics,   glass,   metal,   wood,   textiles   and   jewellery   design.   

Designers   and   makers   from   across   the   country,   and   internationally,   including   new   talent   from   De  
Montfort   University’s   BA   Design   Craft   2nd   year   are   showcasing   their   latest   work   in   our   gallery   and   
online.   

To   find   out   more   visit    http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/craft     

#craft   @lcbdepot   

  

  

  

Cornucopia   Series   

Sara   Budzik   

Wall   hung,   relief   

Not   a   grouping   of   creatures   that   you   come   across   often.   Sara's   'Cornucopia'   series   might   at   first   seem   
alarming   but   once   you’re   past   the   initial   abject   response   you   are   tempted   to   see   the   calming   and   

  
  

  

http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/craft


sublime   beauty   of   these   innocuous   creatures.   Each   ceramic   element   is   individually   hand   sculpted   and   

texturised   then   placed   in   an   up-cycled/repurposed   frame.   

Prices   start   at   £90.00   get   in   touch   via   email   (sarabudzikmaking@gmail.com)   or   social   media   

(@sarabudzikmaking)   to   purchase.   

  

Artist   Bio   

Trying   to   change   the   world   one   snail   at   a   time…   

Is   no   easy   task   when   your   subjects   are   the   marmite   of   the   animal   kingdom!   Sara   is   on   a   one-woman   
mission   to   change   our   view   of   these   unloved   inhabitants   of   our   gardens.   She   believes   that   if   people   

can   start   to   be   kind   to   slugs   and   snails,   we   can   save   the   world   entire.   

Working   in   porcelain   and   stoneware   clays   using   hand-building   techniques   to   create   ceramic   sculpture   
suitable   for   both   interior   and   exterior   spaces.   Drawing   inspiration   from   her   passionate   connection   to   
the   natural   world.   Sara   works   intuitively   and   playfully   with   clay   creating   fun   and   elegant   pieces   to   
reconnect   us   to   our   childlike   awe   and   wonder.   Reminding   us   that   all   life   is   precious   and   beautiful,   no   

matter   what   its   form.   “Snails   and   slugs   are   the   embodiment   of   the   fragility   of   life,   they   are   so   
vulnerable   to   our   whims.”   Sara   has   an   eco-conscious   practice,   recycling,   reusing   and   avoiding   plastic   

as   much   as   possible.     
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https://www.instagram.com/sarabudzikmaking/

